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TURMET - Background







Safety case had been raised as an important topic in the KYT2018 Framework Programme
Safety case relies on certain assumptions. One of these is the selection of scenarios (the features,
events and processes) that can take place at the repository site during the next 10 000, 100 000 or
even a million years. There are different methods to do this selection, described in our literature
review from 2015.
The aim of the project is ambitious: develop and demonstrate a method for systematic,
mathematical evaluation of scenarios to identify the ones which contribute most to the risk of
violating regulatory limits
As our resources are small the result of the project is a not a fully developed model but a pilot
demonstration of the method – applied in 2018 to a case study based on Belgian repository plans
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TURMET - Systemizing Safety Case Methodology


•

Project summary
•

Duration: 2015-2018

•

Consortium: Aalto & VTT; Suvi Karvonen (coordinator), Edoardo Tosoni, prof. Ahti Salo

•

Objective: enhance systematization and comprehensiveness of scenario analysis for safety case

Results
•

Literature reviews on safety case and scenario analysis; recognised challenges: supporting scenario generation with a
system model, evaluating comprehensiveness, characterizing epistemic uncertainties

•

A novel methodology and computer model based on Bayesian networks, tested on a realistic case study (Belgian case)

•

Identification of the most critical scenarios
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TURMET – Publications and communication
 Literature review published in Risk Analysis
• Scenario Analysis for the Safety Assessment of Nuclear Waste Repositories: A Critical Review
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/risa.12889/full

 2 more publications to be published
 D.Sc. thesis in 2019
 Other
• Presentation at the 2016 annual conference of the Society for Risk Analysis Europe, Bath, UK
• Presentation at the 2017 annual conference of the Society for Risk Analysis Europe, Lisbon, Portugal
• Presentation at the 2017 annual conference of the Society for Risk Analysis, Nordic Chapter, Espoo,
Finland

 Website: https://www.vtt.fi/sites/turmet/
•

To include as much data as possible in the name of transparency & availability
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Snapshot of the research project
Literature review on
scenario analysis

The methodology addresses different aspects of scenario analysis:

Key properties
o
o

Structure of the process
Existing approaches

Residual uncertainty &
comprehensiveness

Challenges
o
o
o

Linking FEPs and scenarios in a system model
Evaluating comprehensiveness
Characterizing the uncertainties

Impact
of individual
scenarios

Time
dependence

Bayesian network methodology
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Bayesian network – FEPs and safety target


The nodes correspond to
o

features, events & processes (FEPs)

o

the radiological impact of interest (safety target)



The arcs indicate causal dependences



The FEPs assume discrete states



o

e.g. low, medium, high

o

possibly from discretization of continuous ranges

The states of the safety target correspond to
o

observance

o

violation

FEP
Groundwater
flow

Units

States
low

medium

high

[0, 33)

[33, 66)

[66, 100]

l y-1

of a reference threshold (e.g., the regulatory limit, or a more conservative value)
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Bayesian network – Probabilities and risk






The nodes assume their states with probabilities, e.g.
o

P( Groundwater flow is high )

o

P( Canister breach is severe | Chl. conc, is saline, Gw. flow is high )

State probabilities can be obtained by
o

simulations

o

expert judgments (historical frequences, elicited beliefs...)

The risk of the repository is estimated as the total probability that the

Violation?

safety target violates the reference threshold


This violation probability should be lower than a predefined risk limit
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Residual uncertainty
&
comprehensiveness

Residual uncertainty &
comprehensiveness

Impact
of individual
scenarios

Time
dependence
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Uncertainty


p3

Probabilities are uncertain, due to
o

discretization and uncertain model parameters
in simulations

o


diversity of experts’ beliefs

p2
p1

Uncertainty can be characterized through feasible

p3

probability regions obtained from
o

intervals around the point estimates from
simulations (Imprecise Dirichlet Model)

o

p2

all weighted averages of experts’ beliefs
p1
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Residual uncertainty & comprehensiveness


Completeness, i.e., the precise estimation of risk, cannot be achieved due to
o

infinite number of possible evolutions of the disposal system

o

imprecise information (model parameters, probabilities...)



These uncertainties involve residual uncertainty about risk



A more realistic goal of scenario analysis is comprehensiveness



We provide a generalized interpretation of it:
o

Comprehensiveness is achieved if the residual uncertainty about risk is sufficiently small to
conclusively assess whether the repository is safe or not



The evaluation of comprehensiveness requires the quantification of residual uncertainty
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Approaches to residual uncertainty


In the pluralistic approach
o

illustrative scenarios are formulated by judgment

o

residual uncertainty is not quantified (as a
methodological choice)



In the probabilistic approach
o

scenarios are sets of similar futures from a probability
space

o

residual uncertainty about risk can be quantified
through a distribution or an interval
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Comprehensiveness in probabilsitic approaches
Comprehensiveness can be operationally evaluated as follows
o

Comprehensiveness is achieved if the bounds on risk do not contain the risk limit
risk limit
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Safe?
Unsafe.
Safe.
Unsafe?
Comprehensiveness
not
achieved
achieved
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Application: Case Study of
Belgian repository
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Case study


The case study is inspired by the near-surface repository planned at Dessel, Belgium



It was developed in collaboration with the Belgian centre of nuclear studies SCK•CEN
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Probabilities


The probabilities for the safety target are obtained

through COMSOL Multiphysics
o

conditioned on 576 combinations of states of
its predecessors (subscenarios)



o

1,000 simulations (around 25 mins each)

o

performed uniformly for all subscenarios

The probabilities for the FEPs are obtained from
expert judgments (preliminary analyses of
SCK•CEN)
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Evaluating comprehensiveness


Uncertainty is propagated from these probabilities to the violation probability



This can be done through an optimization problem



o

Objective function

→

violation probability

o

Variables

→

probabilities

o

Constraints

→

feasible regions

The objective function is minimized and maximized to obtain an interval for the violation probability
→ [ 0.003 – 0.990 ]



This interval quantifies the residual uncertainty about risk



Although the risk limit was not set, comprehensiveness has not plausibly been achieved
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Reducing residual uncertainty


For pursuing comprehensiveness, residual uncertainty must be reduced



This requires reducing the uncertainty about the probabilities



For those obtained from simulations, this can be sought by



o

performing more simulations

o

selecting simulations efficiently

For those obtained from expert judgment, this can be sought by
o

identifying the beliefs whose diversity contributes most uncertainty
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Adaptive Bayesian Sampling


1,000 simulations had been performed for 576
subscenarios of dose rate uniformly



This provided limited information for all subscenarios

[ .003 – .990 ]


Simulations were repeated using the Adaptive
Bayesian Sampling algorithm, which
o

helps select the subscenario for the next simulation

o

directs simulations to the subscenarios that are most
relevant for reducing uncertainty
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- 16.4%
residual uncertainty

[ .033 – .856 ]
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Sensitivity analysis for expert judgement


p3

Each feasible region from expert judgment can be

”contracted” around the average belief


By taking the average belief for Water flux, residual
uncertainty would further decrease by 4%

p2


However, there is no guarantee that the experts
would actually reach a greater degree of consensus
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Conclusions on comprehensiveness


The considerable residual uncertainty suggests that comprehensiveness has not been
achieved yet



This is not a fault of the Bayesian network methodology



Rather, the methodology has enabled the evaluation of comprehensiveness, revealing
that the information was not sufficient



It has also supported the analyses for reducing residual uncertainty and pursuing
comprehensiveness
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Pluralistic vs probabilistic


We also carried out a pluralistic scenario analysis

Pluralistic

Residual
Residual
uncertainty
uncertainty
Scenarios
Scenarios
are are
The radiological
The radiological
is notisquantified.
not quantified.
It Itassessed
assessed
individually
individually
impact
impact
is assessed
is assessed
is hard
is to
hard
evaluate
to evaluate
over time
over time
comprehensiveness
comprehensiveness

Probabilistic

Probabilistic

Pluralistic

Impact
Impact
of individual
of individual
Comprehensiveness
Comprehensiveness
Temporal
Temporal
evolution
evolution
scenarios
scenarios

The quantification
The quantification
of of
Scenarios
Scenarios
are are
The acyclic
The acyclic
Bayesian
Bayesian
residual
residual
uncertainty
uncertaintyaggregated
aggregated
into ainto a nework
nework
is static
is static
with with
enables
enables
the the
singlesingle
risk value
risk value respect
respect
to time
to time
evaluation
evaluation
of of
comprehensiveness
comprehensiveness



In the pluralistic approach, comprehensiveness can be achieved in the sense of representativeness



The limitations of the Bayesian network methodology are addressed in the following
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Impact of individual
scenarios

Residual uncertainty &
comprehensiveness

Impact
of individual
scenarios

Time
dependence
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Risk importance measures


They are used in, e.g., fault trees, for identifying the

individual components that contribute most to the
overall risk level of the system




However, conventional risk measures
o

do not explicitly assess the causal dependences

o

are based on the definition of component failure

Hence, they are not suitable for nuclear waste repositories
(FEPs do not fail)



We extend risk importance measures to scenarios
11.2.2019
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Definition of scenario


A path is a combination of all FEPs’ states, e.g.
o

saline chloride concentration, high groundwater flow, severe canister
breach



A scenario is a subset of the set of all such combinations



This definition enables specifying conditions more

generally, e.g.
o

low groundwater flow

o

dilute chloride concentration, minor canister breach

o

not saline chloride concentration
11.2.2019
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Risk measures for scenarios


Conventional risk measures are redefined for scenarios, for instance



the risk achievement worth
o



the risk reduction worth
o



What-if
analyses

is the relative risk change if the scenario does not occur

the risk share
o



is the relative risk change if the scenario occurs

is the share of overall risk contributed by the scenario

Efficient computation algorithms are developed for ranking the scenarios
11.2.2019
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Properties


Relations can be found between the different risk

measures


For instance, the risk share is the product of risk
achievement worth and probability



These relations help interpret how scenarios are ranked

according to different risk measures


For example, we investigate scenarios of Water flux and
Hydraulic conductivity
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Visualization
2.62
Scenario

Water flux

4

.20

Hydraulic
conductivity
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.50

p
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Conclusions on risk importance measures


The aggregate overall risk does not provide information on the individual impact of
scenarios



To this end, risk importance measures have been extended to scenarios



Risk measures can inform risk management (risk avoidance, risk reduction)



Uncertain probabilities are yet to be taken into account (scenarios may not be
unequivocally ranked)
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Time dependence

Residual uncertainty &
comprehensiveness

Impact
of individual
scenarios

Time
dependence
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Dynamic Bayesian network


Ice sheet

In order to capture the temporal evolution of risk, the

Fracture
displacement
Chloride
concentration

static BN is represented at discrete time instants

time Groundwater
flow
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Modeling dependences


Nodes may depend on the entire history of their predecessors
time



The number of probabilities increases exponentially



Efficient modeling of dependences is needed, e.g.



o

shorter relevant time windows

o

computational models

o

functions of predecessors’ history

Ice sheet

Ice sheet

Ice sheet

Chloride
concentration

Chloride
concentration

Chloride
concentration

Groundwater
flow

Groundwater
flow

Groundwater
flow

Fracture
displacement

Fracture
displacement

Fracture
displacement

Canister breach

Canister breach

Canister breach

Radionuclide
discharge

Radionuclide
discharge

Radionuclide
discharge

E.g., canister breach may depend on
o

last states of chloride concentration and groundwater flow

o

max load from ice sheet and fracture displacement

o

From 8,478 to 81 conditional probabilities over 3 steps
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Modeling the system evolution


The problem is amenable to Monte Carlo
simulation



The time-dependent violation probability
can be estimated



Sampling uncertanty needs to be
quantified (Imprecise Beta Model)
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Conclusions on time dependence


The temporal evolution of risk can be evaluated through Dynamic Bayesian networks



Because nuclear waste repositories are systems with memory, efficient
strategies for modeling the causal dependences are required



The system evolution is simulated by Monte Carlo sampling



Sampling uncertainty is quantified



Uncertain probabilities could be implemented relatively easily (at considerable
computational costs)
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Conclusions
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TURMET results & avenues for improvement
Literature review on
scenario analysis

Residual uncertainty &
comprehensiveness

Second publication

Impact
of individual
scenarios

Time
dependence



uncertain probabilities


First publication

Risk importance measures with

Dynamic Bayesian networks with
uncertain probabilities

Third publication



DBNs with uncertain probabilities
& computation of risk
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TURMET results & future research


Main results:
•

The scenario analysis methodology is fully developed and demonstrated in use with
a case study
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
•

Scenario generation through a system model
Characterization of epistemic uncertainty & evaluation of comprehensiveness
Risk importance measures for recognising critical scenarios
Preliminary time dependence methodology
Connection to safety case and analysis of results

3 publications in peer reviewed journals
Belgian Case Study
PhD at Politecnico di Milano / Aalto University

Epistemic uncertainty
&
comprehensiveness

Risk importance
measures for
scenarios

Dynamic scenario
analysis
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